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was interviewed at Camp Delta,
eat
Bay, Cuba. Present at the interview was S
_SF3DI
Linguist'
'served as interpreter,
has been previously interviewed ba tevezai
o casiuhs. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the purpose of the interview
provided the following information:
alln
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quested that the above captioned interviewers re-interview him on this occasion.'
}was
extremely cooperative during this interview and continually stated his goal was to cooperate and be truthful so that he
may return home someday to his family
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vised he had been truthful and forthcoming when he had been interviewed on previous occasionst
inquired if the interviewers had any imowledge as to if be would soon be released from Camp Delta and be
to his homeland(
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OT no

stated that one of the guards at Camp Delta recently removed his prayer cap from his head and threw it in
meow does not think it to be religiously proper to use this cap again.
apparent reason.,
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states be really did notlaiow that much
about
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then requested to be seen by a Dentist as soon as possible.l
1 stated be needed to haves
lost a filling from the right side of his mouth aft= he was kicked in the
Mug replaced. According to
mouth by an American solder in Afghanistan.ihe
'states that after be had been captured by the Northern
Alliance and turned over to American solders, he was then interviewed on several occasions by the United Starz(US)
military. According to,
I irnmediatel , after hit final interview he was being taken back to the holding
facility when he nipped and fell to the ground.
hands were handcuffed behind him at the time B
had an opportunity to stand up
tares a US solder kicked b • violent! in his jaw.
elt a iece o
states be did nothing_to provoke this assault_ Immediately after he was kicked
=ta in his mouth.'
'thinks the piece of metal was a filling from one of his teeth
as
advised the interviewing agents would notify the Dentist assigned to Camp Delta o
me c condition.
At this time the interview was terminated.
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